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ABSTRACT
A single CPU core is not fast enough to process packets arriving
from the network on commodity NICs. Applications are there-
fore turning to application-level partitioning and NIC offload to
exploit parallelism on multicore systems and relieve the CPU. Al-
though NIC offload techniques are not new, programmable NICs
have emerged as a way for custom packet processing offload. How-
ever, it is not clear what parts of the application should be offloaded
to a programmable NIC for improving parallelism.

We propose an approach that combines application-level parti-
tioning and packet steering with a programmable NIC. Applications
partition data in DRAM between CPU cores, and steer requests to
the correct core by parsing L7 packet headers on a programmable
NIC. This approach improves request-level parallelism but keeps
the partitioning scheme transparent to clients. We believe this
approach can reduce latency and improve throughput because it
utilizes multicore systems efficiently, and applications can improve
partitioning scheme without impacting clients.
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• Software and its engineering → Operating systems; Com-
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1 INTRODUCTION
A single CPU core is not fast enough to serve packets arriving at
line rate. For example, the arrival rate of packets on a 40 Gbps
NIC is faster than the rate at which a single CPU core can access
its last-level cache (LLC), and this difference in operating speeds
can prevent the CPU from keeping up with the network [15]. The
performance gap is further expected to increase with 400 Gbps and
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Figure 1: Partition-aware packet steering on a pro-
grammable NIC. The application partitions its resources and
the data in DRAM between CPU cores, and a programmable NIC
steers requests to the target CPU core by inspecting protocol headers.
This allows request processing to run independently on each CPU,
while keeping partitioning transparent to client. For the example
key-value store shown in this figure, the NIC parses keys from client
requests.

beyond on the horizon. Fundamentally, the time budget to process a
single packet is shrinking radically, forcing applications to embrace
parallel processing and NIC offload capabilities.

Application-level partitioning is one approach to parallelize re-
quest processing on multicore systems [23, 35, 37]. In the thread-
per-core model, applications run only one OS thread per CPU core
and also partition the data in DRAM between the cores [7, 35]. This
enables the CPU cores to run independently by eliminating synchro-
nization for data access and avoiding OS-level locking. However,
steering requests to the CPU core that manages request data either
requires clients to specify the partition [14, 23] or uses CPU cycles
for the steering [6, 35].

Offloading the network processing to the NIC helps conserve
CPU cycles [5, 27], and NICs are also starting to support the abil-
ity to run arbitrary programs and customize the offload. These
programmable NICs come in different flavors, ASIC-based, FPGAs,
special-purpose cores (e.g. NPU), or multicore system-on-chips
(SoC) [8, 31, 36], but their objective is the same: provide programmable
packet processing on the NIC before packets are forwarded down
to the OS network stack. Programmable NICs have a significant per-
formance advantage over host CPU for packet processing because
they can be highly specialized and do not have to wait for packet
data to DMA over the I/O bus to DRAM. However, the emergence
of programmable NICs raises a question: What should applications
offload to a programmable NIC for improving parallelism?
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We propose an approach for improving parallelism that com-
bines application-level partitioning and packet steering with a pro-
grammable NIC (§3). As shown in Figure 1, the application uses
a thread-per-core approach in which data in the DRAM is parti-
tioned between threads that are pinned to CPU cores. In one of
our previous works, we highlighted that packet steering is a per-
request overhead in the thread-per-core model, and this overhead
could be address with the help of a programmable NIC [7]. A pro-
grammable NIC runs a program that parses application-specific
protocol headers, including L7 headers, to steer the packet to the
thread responsible for serving it. For example, for a key-value (KV)
store such as Memcached, a program running on the NIC parses
the Memcached protocol headers to determine a request key and
forwards the packet to a CPU core that manages that keys (§3.3).
We propose to implement our approach using Linux’s Express Data
Path (XDP) interface, which is available on a Linux. XDP combines
programmable packet processor with kernel-bypass [10], and sup-
ports offload to a programmable NIC using eBPF [18]. We present
an overview of the XDP interface and eBPF in §2.
Our contributions are as follows.
– We propose a NIC-CPU co-design using eBPF and XDP on Linux,
where the NIC performs packet steering and CPU executes ap-
plication logic (§3). As an example application, we describe the
design and implementation of a key-value store using eBPF and
XDP. We believe this approach provides a practical solution for
accelerating network-intensive applications.

– We discuss the limitations and future research directions of our
proposed NIC-CPU co-design approach in §4. Specifically, we
analyze a) how applications beyond key-value stores can take
advantage of this approach, b) how NIC-based packet steering
can improve application-level partitioning, and c) what are the
limitations of eBPF and XDP for NIC offload.
Previous approaches to application-level partitioning either re-

quire the clients to be aware of the partition scheme, or require
expensive inter-thread communication. MICA [23] and HERD [14]
expose application partitioning scheme to clients, which makes it
challenging to improve partitioning without impacting the clients.
Minos implements a size-aware partitioning scheme that is trans-
parent to clients, but it requires inter-thread communication over a
software queue [6]. Similarly, the Seastar framework steers requests
in user space [35] but requires expensive CPU-intensive polling
to avoid thread wakeups [19]. Our proposed approach keeps the
partitioning scheme transparent similar to software steering but
maintains low request steering overhead, similar to hardware steer-
ing. It complements Floem [30], a data-flow programming language
for NIC-CPU co-design, which can be used for steering packets
in sharded applications. Furthermore, our approach to offloading
only packet steering to a programmable NIC is easier to adopt for
general purpose applications than previous approaches that offload
whole applications to a programmable NIC using a special-purpose
programming language such as OpenCL [20].

2 BACKGROUND
We believe that combining application-level partitioning with packet
steering can improve request-level parallelism. To motivate our ap-
proach, we begin by discussing why parallel processing and NIC

System Partitioning Steering Hardware
Seastar [35] CPU core HW/SW RSS
MICA [23] CPU core HW Flow Director
HERD [14] OS process HW RDMA
Minos [6] Size-aware HW/SW RSS and Flow Director
KV-Direct [20] None HW FPGA
NetCache [13] Server HW ASIC
Table 1: Partitioning and packet steering implementations.
The data is partitioned either per-CPU core, or per OS process, or is
based on the size of requested items, or per server. The steering of
requests is done either using a combination of hardware software co-
design, or solely in the hardware.

offload are critical. We then highlight that kernel-bypass network-
ing is a key enabler for this approach. Finally, we give an overview
of the Express Data Path (XDP) networking interface [10] and the
extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) virtual machine [18], which
make our proposed application-level partitioning with a packet
steering approach practical on Linux.

Parallel processing. Applications must embrace parallel process-
ing because single-threaded CPU core speeds have stagnated [9, 34],
but NIC speeds are getting faster [15]. To perform parallel request
processing, applications use OS threads, but they have overheads
from synchronization and context switching. OS system calls can
block an OS thread, which is why applications need to create more
threads than CPU cores. However, having a large number of threads
incurs high overheads because of context switching costs and mem-
ory footprint. To address these overheads, applications are increas-
ingly leveraging application-level partitioning [14, 23, 35].

CPU and NIC offload co-design. State-of-art systems, summa-
rized in Table 1, use partitioning, packet steering, and NIC offload
for high performance, but their approaches differ from each other.
KV-Direct [20] and NetCache [13] offload the whole application
to hardware for high performance. However, systems that want
to use the CPU for application logic have to use simple partition-
ing schemes for hardware steering. For example, MICA [23] and
HERD [14] partition by CPU core and by OS process, and use hard-
ware steering provided by commodity multi-queue NIC or RDMA.
Seastar [35] and Minos [6] use a combination of hardware and
software steering; they either support commodity POSIX APIs or
provide more advanced partitioning schemes. There is a gap in
systems that want to combine CPU use with NIC offload while en-
abling advanced application-level partitioning, which our proposed
approach aims to fill.

Kernel-bypass networking. Traditional in-kernel network stacks
are designed for flexibility, but are a bottleneck for network-intensive
applications for two reasons: (1) they perform too much work per
packet, and (2) their system call interface is too expensive [12, 16,
33, 38]. Traditional network stacks require memory allocation and
locking per packet, which is too heavy-weight for packet process-
ing time budgets of current NICs. Applications receive and trans-
mit data using the POSIX sockets API, which has high overheads
from system call costs and copying. Kernel-bypass networking has
emerged as a solution to eliminate these overheads [12, 24, 33].
With kernel-bypass networking, the OS is eliminated from data
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(a) XDP via POSIX sockets
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(b) XDP via kernel-bypass interface
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(c) XDP via NIC offload

Figure 2: XDP and eBPF configurations. Applications can use XDP and eBPF via (a) POSIX sockets without bypassing the kernel, (b) the
AF_XDP kernel-bypass interface, or (c) hardware offload with a programmable NIC.

plane, and the NIC leverages DMAs to write packets to a memory
buffer that applications consume directly.

XDP and eBPF. The XDP interface enables the implementation of
high-performance networking applications on Linux by combining
programmable packet processing and kernel-bypass [10]. Appli-
cations implement custom packet processing in a programming
language such as C, which compiles to the eBPF virtual machine
instruction set. These eBPF programs run before the OS forwards
the packets to the in-kernel network stack. The OS provides an
in-kernel virtual machine for eBPF programs, but they can also
be offloaded to a programmable NIC [18]. As shown in Figure 2,
XDP supports multiple configurations: POSIX sockets API, AF_XDP
kernel-bypass, and NIC offload; the AF_XDP socket type in XDP
allows applications to by-pass the OS network stack entirely if
needed. As eBPF is programming language agnostic, applications
can reuse the same partitioning code in the XDP program and the
application. For example, applications can use the same application
code implemented in C for request steering or run existing packet
processors implemented in the P4 [3] programming language on
XDP [38]. The availability of XDP and eBPF in a commodity OS
makes application-level partitioningwith packet steering a practical
approach for applications.

3 APPLICATION-LEVEL PARTITIONING AND
PACKET STEERING

Applications must embrace parallelism to take advantage of multi-
core CPUs. In the thread-per-core approach to improve parallelism,
applications restrict the number of application threads to the num-
ber of CPU cores, and partition application data in DRAM and the
resources between the CPU cores to eliminate thread synchroniza-
tion and OS-level locks. However, current solutions are unable to
steer packets to the CPU core that can independently serve the
request without exposing the partitioning schema to its clients.
We now show how application-level packet steering with a pro-
grammable NIC can solve this problem.

3.1 Partitioning in the thread-per-core model
Partitioning is increasingly being adopted as a strategy to improve
application-level parallelism. In the thread-per-core approach, an ar-
riving packets needs to be steered to the CPU core that can serve the

request. This approach allows the CPU cores to run independently
by eliminating the need to synchronize threads on application-level
data access, and avoiding OS-level locking (in some cases). However,
steering requests to the correct CPU core either requires clients to
specify the partition in the request [23], or the application threads
need to redirect the requests. This is because the approaches to
steer the packets using traditional non-programmable NICs are re-
stricted to L2-L4 protocol headers. A programmable NIC can solve
the problem of request steering by inspecting L7 packet headers.

In spite of its benefits, the thread-per-core approach for partition-
ing data and resources has its limitations. For skewed workloads,
this approach can overload some CPU cores while leaving the oth-
ers underutilized. This can be addressed by binning CPU cores in
clusters, and making each CPU cluster responsible for a partition
of the data. Each CPU core cluster could use the traditional shared-
memory approach which is known to scale to small core counts [11].
The CPU core clusters could also be partitioned around sub-NUMA
clusters, which groups CPU cores by memory controllers [28].

3.2 Partition-aware packet steering
Request processing is performed in different stages across the NIC,
the kernel, and user space as shown in Figure 3(a). The NIC first
performs L1 processing to queue packets in the NIC RX queues and
then performs packet steering via RSS or Flow director by L2-L4
packet headers. Finally, the OS network stack performs protocol
processing and hands over the packet to user space for L7 protocol
processing. Note that the kernel forwards a packet to a user space
thread based on its own packet steering policy, and this steering
has no knowledge of application-specific partitioning. When data
is partitioned using the thread-per-core approach, the user space
thread which receives the packet needs to first forward it to the
remote thread responsible for serving the packet, and then notify
the remote thread [7, 35].

We measured the time required to notify a thread on an Intel
Xeon E5-2686 v4 @ 2.30GHz with two non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) nodes running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with Linux 4.15.0-1051-
aws. In our experimental setup, we had two threads running on
different CPUs on the system. The first thread notifies the second
thread bywriting to an eventfd file descriptor that the second thread
reads. The thread notification time is the time difference between
the call to the write system call and the return of the read system
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(a) Request processing flow with the OS network stack.
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(b) Request processing flow with XDP and eBPF.

Figure 3: Request processing. Packets traverse through multi-
ple stages–packet queuing, packet steering, and protocol processing—
before the application thread services the request; L1-L7 denote the
seven layers of the OSI model.
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Figure 4: Thread notification time. The cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the thread notification time highlights that the time
required to notify a user space thread is significantly larger than the
time between successive packet arrivals on a fast NIC; a 40 Gbps NIC
can receive a 64 byte packet close to every 12 ns [15].

call. As shown in Figure 4, the 99.9th percentile of thread wakeup
delay on the same NUMA node is 4.32 µs and 6.09 µs on a remote
NUMA node. In contrast, a 40 Gbps NIC can receive a 64 byte packet
close to every 12 ns [15].

As shown in Figure 3(b), a programmable NIC with XDP and
eBPF can perform partition-aware packet steering. The NIC per-
forms L1 processing to queue packets, and a program running on
the NIC inspects L2-L7 protocol headers to steer packets directly
to the CPU core that can serve the request. The user space thread
then performs the protocol processing and serves the request. For
example, in a key-value store, the partition identifier can be the
request key, which determines the target of the operation requested
by a client. In an RPC call, the partition identifier can be the name of
the RPC function or a parameter of the RPC call, which determines
a service thread that implements the RPC function.

If an application workload does not access the resource partition
and data sets uniformly, the NIC packet steering can perform load
balancing between the CPU cores. For example, instead of steering
packets to a single CPU core, the NIC can round-robin request
processing between all CPU cores. The trade-offwith load balancing

is that the request-processing CPU cores must either access CPU
remote memory or use software steering to complete the request.
Another possible optimization at NIC level is response caching. For
example, if processing a request needs a lot of CPU cycles, caching
the response at NIC level can be beneficial. For requests that are not
CPU-intensive, caching responses can still improve performance,
because caching eliminates transferring data over the PCIe bus.
However, the trade-off with response caching that the NIC program
needs more application-specific knowledge to perform the cache
lookup.

3.3 Example: A Key-Value Store
Key-value (KV) stores are a widely understood topic [6, 13, 14, 20,
23]. Although KV stores have been criticized recently [2], they serve
as an easy to understand example of a network-intensive applica-
tion. We believe that KV stores can benefit from application-level
partitioning and packet steering and that the lessons are applicable
to a broader range of networked applications that need to embrace
parallelism.

Request processing overview. For our discussion, we assume
two types of requests, get and set, both of which contain a request
key k . Request processing in the KV store starts when a packet
containing the client request arrives on the NIC. The NIC forwards
the packet to one if its RX queues, depending on how the device
driver configures the NIC. The NIC obtains a DMA descriptor from
the NIC RX queue, and DMAs packet data to a region of the DRAM
pointed to by the DMA descriptor. The device driver notices that
a new packet has arrived and forwards it to the network stack.
The network stack performs the L2-L4 protocol processing, after
which it hands over the packet to the application. The application
parses the request and performs necessary operations. For example,
for a get request, a value is looked up from a data structure by the
request key. Finally, a response message is generated for the request
and handed over to the network stack, which performs protocol
processing and hands over the packet to the NIC.

Design. The design goals for our KV store are as follows.

– Improve hardware utilization with CPU and NIC offload.
– Exploit multicore CPU parallelism efficiently.
– Do not expose application-level partitioning to clients.

As shown in Figure 1, we propose a design that combines application-
level partitioning and packet steering with programmable NIC. Sim-
ilar to previous approaches [14, 23], it runs one thread per CPU
core, and it partitions the keyspace in DRAM between the CPU
cores. That is, a partitioning function p(k) maps a key k0 to CPU
Cn , key k1 to CPUCm , and so on. For example, the MICA KV store
partitions the keys by using some bits of the hash of the keys [23].
With this application-level partitioning in place, a program running
on the NIC parses L7 packet headers to determine request keys
and uses the same partitioning function p(k) to steer packets to the
target CPU core. For example, with the Memcache protocol, the
request key is part of the request headers of all operations. The
application thread parses the complete request, performs the re-
quested operation, generates a response, and places it on the NIC TX
queue. The difference to previous approaches is that the NIC steers
packets directly to the target thread. This eliminates overheads
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of software steering approaches, while keeping the partitioning
scheme transparent to clients.

Implementation.We propose to implement our approach using
POSIX APIs for OS threads, memory management, and so on, and
Linux’s XDP interface for networking. The KV store spawns an
OS thread for each CPU core assigned for the application with
pthread_create and allocates memory regions individually for
each CPU core with mmap. The packet steering logic is implemented
as an eBPF program. The KV store uses the AF_XDP socket type to
open a kernel-bypass channel between the XDP subsystem and the
user space threads. The NIC program determines the CPU of a re-
quest key by parsing the L7 protocol headers, looks up the per-CPU
AF_XDP socket (XSK) and uses the bpf_redirect_map function to
forward the packet to the XSK. The userspace process then receives
the packet via the XSK and performs the necessary protocol and
request processing. For example, in the case of Memcached over
UDP, the application needs to parse the UDP headers and the Mem-
cached request, and perform the requested operation such as get or
set, to retrieve or update a value, respectively.

4 DISCUSSION
We propose an approach that combines application-level partition-
ing and packet steering with a programmable NIC. At the same
time, there are various aspects of the approach that we want to
explore.

Other use cases.Wehave proposed an approach to combine application-
level partitioning and packet steering, but only given an example
of a KV store. We have also assumed that the KV store supports re-
quests on a single key, which makes partitioning easy because there
is a simple mapping between the request and a CPU core. However,
such mapping does not exist in many use cases. For example, a
multi-key request and range query possibly need to access data on
multiple CPU cores. It is possible, however, to take advantage of the
programmable packet processor for multi-key requests and range
queries in a different manner. The packet processor can load balance
the requests between multiple cores to eliminate request process-
ing imbalance. For example, the packet processor can round-robin
packet processing on the CPU cores of all the keys. Also, extending
XDP to support packet duplication can allow multi-key requests to
be sent to all the cores required to serve the request.

Partitioning.The partitioning scheme of the thread-per-coremodel
is known to have problems with skewed workloads. For example,
if clients access a subset of the data more than other data, some
CPU cores can be overloaded, whereas the rest of the CPU cores are
underutilized. If partitioning logic is transparent to clients, as in our
proposed approach, it is easier for applications to take advantage
of more complex partitioning. For example, Intel CPUs starting
from the Skylake microarchitecture support sub-NUMA clustering
where CPU cores are partitioned internally into clusters that share
the L3 cache and a memory controller [28]. With application-level
packet steering, it becomes viable to implement a shared-something
model. In a shared-something model, application data is partitioned
by sub-NUMA clustering topology and not by individual cores. Ap-
plication threads running on a cluster of cores can utilize lockless
data structures which scale on small core counts [11].

Packet encryption. Packet encryption imposes a problem for our
proposed approach. Current packet steering approaches leverage
L2-L4 packet headers, which are often unencrypted even if an ap-
plication uses a secure protocol such as TLS to encrypt the rest
of the packet data. However, in our proposed approach, the NIC
uses L7 protocol headers to steer packets, but it cannot do that if
it is unable to access the packet data [31]. One possible solution
to this problem is to decrypt packets at the NIC. As host CPU is a
bottleneck, it makes sense to offload packet decryption to the NIC,
which is already supported by some NICs [4]. An open challenge is
to integrate NIC TLS offloading with XDP to make it available for
eBPF programs. Another possible solution to the issue of steering
encrypted packets is to use homomorphic encryption techniques,
which allow computation on encrypted data. For example, if a
database system already supports secure query processing with
homomorphic encryption [26], packet steering could operate on the
encrypted request key because the rest of the application also oper-
ates on them. It is not clear if homomorphic encryption for packet
steering is feasible, but it is a research direction we think is worth
exploring, because it is already suggested for other programmable
NIC offload functions [31].

XDP and eBPF. We are implementing a prototype KV store using
XDP and eBPF because they are available on Linux and combine
programmable packet processor with kernel-bypass. Although XDP
and eBPF are still under development, they are already a good fit
for implementing our proposed approach. However, some parts
of XDP and eBPF functionality are not clear. We therefore intend
to explore their limits and eliminate them if possible while imple-
menting a prototype. One XDP limitation for our approach is if the
AF_XDP kernel-bypass interface can deliver packets directly to user
space. For example, the Netronome NIC driver does not currently
support redirecting packets from eBPF offload on the NIC directly
to AF_XDP socket or passing information from the NIC to the host
in packet metadata [17]. However, both limitations are addressable
with software changes without changes to the underlying hardware.
Another issue with AF_XDP is that the memory buffer for packets
uses fixed-size chunks. These memory chunks need to be large
enough to accommodate the largest possible packets, which incurs
a high internal fragmentation for small packets. It is not clear how
this limitation can be lifted or mitigated. One advantage of eBPF is
that it is flexible enough to accommodate various parsing identifiers
for request steering.

Performance. We intend to explore the performance of our ap-
proach by implementing a prototype KV store and evaluating its per-
formance against previous solutions such as MICA. Parsing L7 pro-
tocol headers at the NIC is expensive, but it is not clear how much
it eliminates other overheads. However, we know from previous
works, such as MICA and HERD, that combining application-level
partitioning and packet steering improves performance.Furthermore,
in some cases, we can reuse the results of the L7 packet header
parsing in the application code. For example, when determining
the partition of a key, we calculate a hash of the key. With XDP,
we can pass this calculated hash as part of the packet in the user
space thread, and reuse the hash when updating an internal data
structure, for example. Another aspect we want to explore is the
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impact of scalability limitations of multicore SoC-based NICs [8] to
our approach.

5 RELATEDWORK
Packet steering. Multi-queue NICs support receive-side scaling
(RSS) and Flow Director, which distribute packets to multiple NIC
receive queues [1]. The OS maps the NIC queues to different CPUs,
which enables parallel processing of the packets. However, the
distribution hash function and hash type are fixed in hardware,
which limits application design choices. Programmable RSS pro-
vides a custom packet distribution hash that leverages eBPF [32].
Our proposed approach extends programmable RSS because we
combine packet steering with application-level partitioning and
kernel-bypass. Our partitioned packet steering approach similar to
the one proposed by Floem [30], except we design around Linux
XDP and eBPF subsystems instead of a having a separate compiler.
Floem is a data-flow programming language, compiler, and run-
time that targets NIC-accelerated applications. One of the proposed
NIC offloads approaches with Floem is a CPU-NIC co-design archi-
tecture for sharded applications, where the NIC performs packet
steering, and the CPU executes the application logic, similar to
our proposed approach. In contrast, we focus on how to enable
this co-design approach with the eBPF virtual machine and the
XDP interface, which are available on Linux. We believe that this is
useful to study the limits of existing OS interfaces along with eBPF
and XDP. Our approach also complements iPipe [25] by leverag-
ing eBPF and ensuring that the application code is agnostic to the
capabilities of the underlying hardware.

Application-level partitioning.TheMICA in-memory key-value
store partitions data between CPU cores and uses NIC Flow Direc-
tor to map requests to specific CPUs [23]. However, for mapping
requests to a CPU, MICA requires clients to specify the CPU via a
UDP port. This requires clients to know how keys are mapped to
the CPU cores. The HERD key-value store uses a per-core request
memory buffer to directly RDMA to the target CPU core [14], which
has the same problem of exposing application partitioning scheme
to clients.

NIC offload approaches. KV-Direct is an in-memory key value
store, which is fully implemented to run on the NIC [20]. NetCache
implements key-value store on a programmable switch to offload
request processing from servers to the network to improve per-
formance [13]. The approach is similar to KV-Direct but focuses
on exploiting the programmability of modern ASIC switches, in-
stead of a programmable NIC. Offloading full application to the
NIC improves performance, but is impractical for general purpose
applications because of the high development cost incurred due to
inability to reuse existing code.

Dynamic CPU core allocation. Shenango is a runtime system
that targets low latency applications and CPU efficiency [29]. Typi-
cally low-latency is achieved with a busy-polling technique which
wastes CPU cycles. Shenango provides low-latency for applications
by dedicating a single CPU core that polls the NIC for arriving
packets and steers them to dynamically allocated application CPU
cores. Each runtime in Shenango has its own MAC and IP addresses.
When a packet arrives, the Shenango runtime uses a software-based

Receive Side Steering (RSS) hash to determine target CPU core. We
believe that our proposed packet steering approach could comple-
ment Shenango. For example, the per-runtime packet steering logic
could be offloaded to a NIC, eliminating the software-based steering,
further reducing CPU cycle consumption.

6 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a combination of application-level partition-
ing and packet steering with a programmable NIC to improve
application-level parallelism. An application partitions its resources
and data in DRAM between CPU cores, and a program running on a
programmable NIC inspects L7 protocol headers to steer the request
to its partition. We argue that XDP and eBPF make this approach
practical because they provide both a programmable packet pro-
cessor and kernel-bypass, and allow offload to the NIC. We believe
that this approach can reduce latency and improve throughput.
Furthermore, the approach complements advanced partitioning
techniques because partitioning is transparent to clients.

We are currently working on a prototype in-memory KV store
using this approach and are planning to compare its performance
against previous works such as MICA [23]. We are also considering
modifying existing application frameworks, such as libevent [21]
and libuv [22], to use our approach. This would allow some existing
applications to take advantage of application-level partitioning and
packet steering. We are also exploring the limits of XDP and eBPF
to our approach, and looking into alternatives to address them.
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